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Golarka elektryczna z głowicą 7D Kensen 05-KGTJ21-001

Electric Shaver with 7D Head Kensen 05-KGTJ21-001
The Kensen 05-KGTJ21-001 electric shaver is a device that revolutionizes daily facial hair grooming. Designed to meet the expectations
of the most demanding users, it combines advanced technology with intuitive operation. Its magnetic suction head, LED display, water
resistance, and specially designed blades are just the beginning of what it has to offer.
 
Floating Head
The 7D head of the Kensen 05-KGTJ21-001 contains 7 precisely positioned blades that perfectly adapt to the shape of the head and face.
Thanks to its floating design, shaving becomes not only more precise but also more comfortable, minimizing the risk of irritation.
 
LED Display
The LED display is another feature that sets this model apart. It informs the user about the battery level, the need for device cleaning,
charging status, and travel lock. This ensures that the shaver is always ready for use and easy to operate.
 
IPX6 Waterproof Rating
The IPX6 protection makes the Kensen shaver fully waterproof. It can be safely cleaned under running water, making it much easier to
maintain cleanliness and prolong the device's lifespan.
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Complete Grooming Kit
The  Kensen  05-KGTJ21-001  shaver  also  offers  a  practical  set  of  tools:  trimmer  heads  for  the  head,  beard,  and  nose,  as  well  as  three
attachments (3mm, 5mm, 7mm), making it incredibly versatile. The package also includes a USB cable, cleaning brush, and user manual.
 
Package Contents:
Shaver x 1
Trimmer Head for Head x 1
Trimmer Head for Beard x 1
Trimmer Head for Nose x 1
Shaver Attachments x 3
USB Cable x 1
Cleaning Brush x 1
User Manual x 1
Protective Cover x 1
   
  
Specifications:
  
    
      
        Brand
        Kensen
      
      
        Model
        05-KGTJ21-001
      
      
        Charging Time
        90 min
      
      
        Operating Time
        90 min
      
      
        Waterproof
        IPX6
      
    
  

Preço:

€ 65.01
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Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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